The amplitudes of unit events in Limulus photoreceptors are modulated from an input that resembles the overall response.
Light adaptation is a gain-control process that endows photoreceptors with large dynamic range. In invertebrates, this process appears to be mediated by a negative feedback that sets the amplitude of the isolated photon responses (bumps) by modulating an enzyme's rate of catalysis. This paper reports measurements of the feedback dynamics of Limulus from the responses to small modulations in light intensity. The responses show a noise that apparently arises from the random arrival of photons. We use a dynamic noise-analysis technique to extract the cell's frequency-response transfer function for bump amplitude. Its ratio to the transfer function for the summed response of the cell has a simple form at low frequencies. This indicates that the origin of the feedback responsible for the adaptation is at a stage temporally close to the final conductance response. Moreover, the form of the transfer function suggests feedback by a chemical agent which is removed by a single enzymatic-like stage at low light intensity and by several such stages in parallel but with a spread of time constants at high intensity.